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Speech reception thresholds were obtained in normally hearing listeners for sentence targets masked

by harmonic complexes constructed with different phase relationships. Maskers had either a constant

fundamental frequency (F0), or had F0 changing over time, following a pitch contour extracted from

natural speech. The median F0 of the target speech was very similar to that of the maskers. In experi-

ment 1 differences in the masking produced by Schroeder positive and Schroeder negative phase

complexes were small (around 1.5 dB) for moderate levels [60 dB sound pressure level (SPL)], but

increased to around 6 dB for maskers at 80 dB SPL. Phase effects were typically around 1.5 dB larger

for maskers that had naturally varying F0 contours than for maskers with constant F0. Experiment 2

showed that shaping the long-term spectrum of the maskers to match the target speech had no effect.

Experiment 3 included additional phase relationships at moderate levels and found no effect of phase.

Therefore, the phase relationship within harmonic complexes appears to have only minor effects on

masking effectiveness, at least at moderate levels, and when targets and maskers are in the same F0

range. VC 2013 Acoustical Society of America. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1121/1.4820899]

PACS number(s): 43.66.Dc, 43.66.Nm [EB] Pages: 2876–2883

I. INTRODUCTION

The degree to which target speech is masked by one or

more competing voices is determined by a potentially com-

plex interplay between factors such as energetic and infor-

mational masking (Brungart et al., 2001), the extent to

which different voices can be segregated based on differen-

ces in fundamental frequency (F0) (Brokx and Nooteboom,

1982), and the extent to which listeners can extract informa-

tion from brief “glimpses” of the target afforded by spectral

and temporal fluctuations in the competing voices (Festen

and Plomp, 1990; Peters et al., 1998). A possible approach

to attempting to isolate and examine the contributions of

such factors involves using maskers consisting of simplified

stimuli that mimic some of the relevant features of speech.

For example, Deroche and Culling (2011) found evidence

suggesting an important role for masker harmonicity in

F0-based segregation by investigating the effects of fre-

quency modulation (FM) and reverberation on the extent of

masking produced by harmonic complex tones with speech-

like spectral profiles.

However, a possible complication for an approach based

on using harmonic complex maskers arises from evidence

that the amount of masking produced by such complexes can

vary substantially according to the phase relationship

between the components of the masker. Such effects have

been demonstrated both for the detection of tones (e.g.,

Kohlrausch and Sander, 1995) and for speech recognition

(Summers and Leek, 1998). Summers and Leek used

maskers with components summed in either positive or neg-

ative Schroeder phase (Schroeder, 1970). The resultant

waveforms were time-reversed versions of each other and so

had identical long-term amplitude spectra. They also had

very similar, relatively flat temporal envelopes. However,

the amount of masking produced in a sentence recognition

task in normally hearing listeners was around 10 dB lower

for positive Schroeder phase than for negative Schroeder

phase.

It was suggested that this difference arose from the

interaction of the different masker phase structures with the

phase curvature inherent in the basilar membrane response.

This results in basilar membrane waveforms that, within

each cycle, either have a high-amplitude peak and a rela-

tively long low-amplitude section (positive Schroeder

phase), or a lower peak and a more similar amplitude

throughout the cycle (negative Schroeder phase). The low-

amplitude regions between peaks in the response to positive

Schroeder phase could then allow the speech signal to be

less dominated by the masker. Interestingly, no difference in

masker effectiveness between Schroeder positive and nega-

tive phase was found in hearing impaired listeners. This was

interpreted as indicating that nonlinear active cochlear mech-

anisms, differentially amplifying the low-level portions of

the response in the positive Schroeder phase case, were nec-

essary for the basilar membrane response to affect the mask-

ing of speech.

A further noteworthy aspect of Summers and Leek’s

(1998) data was that masker phase effects in normally hear-

ing listeners varied with presentation level in different ways

for tone detection and speech recognition. For tone detection

the difference in masking between Schroeder positive and

Schroeder negative phase complexes decreased as target

level increased from 60 to 80 dB SPL. This is consistent with

the idea that when overall level was relatively low, nonlinear

active cochlear mechanisms applied greater amplification to

the signal present in the low-amplitude troughs of

each masker cycle in the Schroeder positive case. There is
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also physiological evidence that phase effects on the

“peakedness” of the basilar membrane response decrease

with increasing level (Summers et al., 2003). However, for

speech recognition the opposite pattern was observed: differ-

ences between masker levels giving equivalent performance

with the different phase relationships were around 8 dB

for sentences presented at 60 dB SPL, and around 10 dB for

70 and 80 dB SPL presentation levels.

It was suggested that this reflected the fact that speech is

a broadband signal, so that the level within any particular

critical band is low, and the fact that the basilar membrane

input-output function has three distinct regions (Yates,

1990). At low and high levels the function is approximately

linear, while at intermediate levels it is nonlinear and com-

pressive. Only when operating in the nonlinear region will

differential gain be applied across parts of each cycle of the

internal waveform and thus differences between positive and

negative Schroeder phase occur. Summers and Leek (1998)

suggested that in the tone detection task, the increase in pre-

sentation level tended to shift the signal up from the interme-

diate nonlinear region into the higher level linear region, so

decreasing differences due to masker phase. On the other

hand, the increase in presentation level in the sentence rec-

ognition task tended to shift the signal in individual critical

bands up from the lower level, more linear, region into the

nonlinear region, thus increasing differences due to masker

phase.

Regardless of whether this explanation is correct, it is

clear that presentation level can be an important determinant

of the extent to which masker effectiveness is influenced by

phase relationships. However, Summers and Leek’s (1998)

study has some important limitations with respect to consid-

erations of speech-on-speech masking. Unlike real speech,

their masker complexes had no variation in F0 and had equal

amplitude harmonics. It is not clear to what extent masker

effectiveness might be influenced by phase relationships and

presentation level for complexes that have a speech-like

spectral profile and variation in F0. It should also be noted

that Schroeder phase complexes are highly artificial and it is

not clear what differences might be found with other, more

natural, phase relationships.

Some relevant evidence was provided by Deroche and

Culling’s (2011) examination of the extent to which target

and masker harmonicity affected speech reception thresholds

(SRTs) in conditions in which there was a two semitone dif-

ference in F0 between target and masker. They used maskers

consisting of harmonic complexes with components summed

either in sine or random phase and filtered so as to match the

spectral profile of the target sentences. Despite the fact that

analysis of the maskers using simulated, level-dependent au-

ditory filters with realistic phase responses suggested that

BM responses were more peaked for the sine than the ran-

dom case, SRTs were very similar across the different

experiments in which the phase relationship differed.

However, only a single presentation level was used, and this

was towards the lower end of the levels used by Summers

and Leek (1998). In addition, neither target speech nor

masker complexes featured natural F0 variation, instead hav-

ing either a constant F0, or a sinusoidally frequency-

modulated F0. It is also possible that differences in the peak-

edness of basilar membrane responses are not as pronounced

for sine compared to random phase as they are for Schroeder

positive compared to Schroeder negative phase.

In the present study three experiments were carried out

to address more fully the extent to which phase relationships

within speech-like harmonic complex maskers affect recog-

nition of naturally spoken sentences. The first examined the

effects of masker phase relationship (Schroeder positive or

Schroeder negative) on speech recognition. Masker com-

plexes either had a constant F0 or dynamic variation in F0,

similar to that seen in natural speech. For each type of F0

contour three presentation levels were used: a moderate level

typical of speech perception experiments, and two higher

levels, at which the findings of Summers and Leek (1998)

suggest that effects of phase are likely to be greater. The sec-

ond assessed whether the effects of phase relationships on

masking at high levels differed according to the spectral pro-

file of the masker components. The third looked for possible

effects of masker phase at a moderate presentation level for

a number of phase relationships beyond the highly artificial

Schroeder phases used in experiments 1 and 2. These

included a phase relationship that produced an approxima-

tion of a glottal voice pulse.

II. METHODS

A. Listeners

A total of 30 listeners were paid for their participation.

Twelve took part in experiment 1, eight in experiment 2, and

10 in experiment 3. All spoke English as their only or pri-

mary language and had normal hearing, defined as pure-tone

thresholds of 20 dB hearing level (HL) or better at octave

frequencies between 500 and 8000 Hz. Ages ranged from

22 to 45.

B. Target sentences

Target speech materials were IEEE sentences

(Rothauser et al., 1969) recorded from a male speaker of

Southern British English. Each sentence contained five key

words on which scoring was based. The fundamental fre-

quency (F0) of the recorded sentences ranged between

93 and 151 Hz, with a median value of 115 Hz.

C. Masker complexes

Maskers were produced offline. Harmonic complexes of

30 s duration were generated with various phase relation-

ships leading to distinct wave shapes. In experiments 1 and

2, components were in either positive Schroeder phase

(SCH-P) or negative Schroeder phase (SCH-N). Starting

phase values for components in the SCH-N case were given

by the formula

Hn ¼ �pnðn� 1Þ=N; (1)

where there are N components in total and Hn is the phase in

radians of component n. For SCH-P complexes the initial

minus sign is omitted. In experiment 3, three additional
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wave shapes were used. Components could have cosine

phase (COS); phases that approximated a typical adult male

glottal voice source (GLO) based on the Liljencrants-Fant

model (Fant et al., 1994); or random phase (RAN). In the

last case, 100 different complexes were generated, each with

a different random phase relationship, and were sampled at

random without replacement. Figure 1 shows waveforms

and spectrograms for 50-ms sections of maskers with each

type of phase relationship used, while Fig. 2 shows simu-

lated inner hair cell (IHC) output waveforms for a channel

centered at 2 kHz, derived from a recent model of the audi-

tory periphery (Zilany et al., 2013). The greater peakedness

resulting from the SCH-P phase relationship is clear in Fig.

2. Relatively little difference is apparent between the IHC

outputs in the SCH-N, COS, and GLO cases.

In experiment 1, complexes could have either a static F0

or a dynamically varying F0. In experiments 2 and 3, all com-

plexes had varying F0. In the dynamically varying case, F0

contours were based on passages of connected discourse

from a male talker. This talker was different from the target

talker but had a very similar F0 range (95–155 Hz, median

115 Hz). F0 contours were interpolated through unvoiced and

silent periods using piecewise cubic Hermite interpolation in

logarithmic frequency. The number of components in the

complexes was set to 53 so as to ensure that components

extended beyond 5 kHz for the lowest F0 value in the con-

tour. Static complexes were generated with F0 equal to the

median value of the dynamic complexes (115 Hz) and also

with 53 components. Complexes were generated on a period-

by-period basis, ensuring waveform continuity at the begin-

ning and end of each cycle, which was particularly important

for maskers with dynamically varying F0. Since F0 contours

were based on real speech, variations in F0 over short time

intervals were typically small. A calculation of transitional

statistics showed that F0 typically changed very little cycle-

by-cycle, with a median change of about 0.6%, which is close

to the limit of discriminability (Rosen and Fourcin, 1986).

FIG. 1. Waveforms (left) and wide-

band spectrograms (right) of 50-ms

sections of maskers with the different

phase relationships used. The range of

voltages is the same for all five wave-

forms and is on an arbitrary linear

scale. All complexes shown were

shaped to match the long-term average

spectrum of the speech targets. Low-

pass filtering at 4.5 kHz was applied at

run time but is not reflected in these

representations. As is typical for spec-

trograms, an equalizing filter was

applied to the original waveforms in

order to “whiten” their spectra. The

random-phase wave shown had the

median peak factor of a set of 100 gen-

erated waves.

FIG. 2. Simulated inner hair cell output waveforms from a 2-kHz filter

derived from the Zilany et al. (2013) model of the auditory periphery for the

same maskers shown in Fig. 1. The range of voltages is the same for all five

waveforms and is on an arbitrary linear scale.
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Approximately 84% of adjacent cycles had a less than 2%

difference in F0, and around 64% differed by less than 1%.

Only around 1% varied by more than a semitone, and it is

likely that these larger differences occurred due to the inter-

polation. This means that the masker complexes with varying

F0 can be considered as periodic, as is essential for the strong

pitch percept associated with most speech.

Straightforward harmonic synthesis with equal ampli-

tude components was used for all except the GLO wave-

forms, for which the shape of the wave in each cycle is

analytically defined. With the exception of some stimuli in

experiment 2, which were left unaltered, a linear phase filter

was then used to give the complexes a spectral profile corre-

sponding to the long-term average spectrum of the target ma-

terial. A sample rate of 44.1 kHz was used in generation but

complexes were subsequently down-sampled to 22.05 kHz,

matching the sample rate of the target sentences.

Three masker levels were used in experiment 1. For

static complexes these levels set the component nearest to

2 kHz to 50, 40, or 30 dB SPL, leading to overall masker lev-

els of approximately 80, 70, or 60 dB SPL. In experiment 2,

only the highest level was used, while in experiment 3, only

the lowest level was used.

D. Experimental variables

In experiment 1 three factors were varied: presentation

level (60, 70, or 80 dB SPL), phase relationship (SCH-N or

SCH-P) and type of F0 contour (static or dynamic). In

experiment 2, phase relationship (SCH-N or SCH-P) and

component amplitude (all equal or shaped to the speech

spectrum) were factorially combined and masker level was

fixed at 80 dB SPL. In experiment 3 masker level was fixed

at 60 dB SPL and only masker phase was varied, with five

relationships tested: SCH-N, SCH-P, COS, GLO, and RAN.

Table I summarizes the conditions in each experiment.

E. Procedure

A randomly selected portion of the appropriate length

was extracted from the 30 s of the specified masker for each

trial. Target and masker were separately low-pass filtered

with a 4.5 kHz cutoff frequency, before being combined and

presented via Sennheiser headphones (HD650) in a sound-

proof booth. Low-pass filtering used a 12th-order

Butterworth filter, applied forward and backward to produce

the equivalent of a 24th-order filter with zero phase lag. The

onset of the target sentence was 600 ms after that of the

masker complex and the masker continued for 100 ms after

the offset of the target. Cosine onset and offset ramps of

100 ms were applied to the mixture. An adaptive procedure

was used to estimate SRTs, defined as the signal-to-noise ra-

tio (SNR) at which 50% of key words could be recognized

correctly. SNR calculations were based on the root-mean-

square level of the target and that of the masker during the

period in which the target was present. In contrast to

Summers and Leek (1998), the level of the masker complex,

rather than that of the target speech, was fixed within a run.

This approach was preferred since the effects of phase rela-

tionship were expected to vary with masker level. The first

of 20 sentences (two IEEE lists) was presented at a SNR of

þ10 dB. SNR was decreased if more than two of the five key

words were correctly identified and increased otherwise. A

10-dB change in SNR was used until the first reversal, 6.5-

dB until the second reversal, and 3-dB for all subsequent

reversals. SRTs were calculated as the mean of the final

even number of reversals with the 3-dB step size. The num-

ber of reversals on which estimates were based ranged

between 4 and 12, with a mean of 8. A single SRT estimate

was obtained in each condition. The order of the conditions

in each experiment was based on a randomized Latin square.

For familiarization with the task, the first condition for each

listener was repeated using different target sentences; the

data from the first run were discarded. Within each experi-

ment each listener was presented with the same sentences

(including the familiarization run) in the same order.

III. RESULTS

A. Experiment 1: Presentation level and F0 contour
type

Figure 3 shows SRTs for each combination of masker

presentation level, F0 contour type and phase relationship.

The most striking feature of the data was a strong interaction

between masker complex phase relationship and presentation

level. Performance was similar across level for SCH-N com-

plexes but improved (SRTs were lower) with increasing

level for SCH-P complexes. The difference in mean SRTs

between the highest and lowest presentation levels for

SCH-P complexes was 4–5 dB. For both static and dynamic

F0 contours there was only a small effect of phase relation-

ship on SRTs at the lowest presentation level (mean differen-

ces around 1.5 dB), but a substantial effect (5–7 dB) at the

highest level.

SRTs were submitted to a three-way repeated measures

analysis of variance (ANOVA) with factors of presentation

level, F0 contour type and phase relationship. In addition to

confirming that there was a significant two-way interaction

between level and phase [F(2,22) ¼ 17.34, p < 0.001], this

analysis showed highly significant main effects for each

factor: level [F(2,22) ¼ 11.92, p< 0.001], contour [F(1,11)

¼ 26.41, p< 0.001], and phase [F(1,11) ¼ 86.15, p< 0.001].

The three-way interaction was not significant [F(2,22) < 1],

TABLE I. Summary of conditions in each of the three experiments

Expt

Masker

phases

Masker levels

(dB SPL)

Component

amplitude

F0

Contour

Number

of conditions

1 SCH-N 60 Shaped Dynamic 12

SCH-P 70 Static

80

2 SCH-N 80 Shaped Dynamic 4

SCH-P Equal

3 SCH-N 60 Shaped Dynamic 5

SCH-P

COS

GLO

RAN
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nor was the two-way interaction between level and contour

type [F(2,22) ¼ 2.98, p¼ 0.072]. There was however a sig-

nificant two-way interaction between contour type and phase

[F(1,11) ¼ 5.28, p¼ 0.042]. Phase effects were slightly

larger with dynamic contours. Averaged across presentation

levels, mean SRTs with dynamic contours were around 4 dB

lower for SCH-P than for SCH-N maskers (�10.4 dB and

�6.5 dB, respectively), while with static contours the differ-

ence was around 3 dB (mean SRTs �11.3 dB and �8.1 dB).

As these mean values show, SRTs were generally lower for

static than dynamic F0 contours and this tendency was

slightly more pronounced for maskers that were SCH-N

(mean difference of 1.6 dB) than SCH-P (mean difference of

0.9 dB).

B. Experiment 2: Effects of spectral shaping

Experiment 2 examined the influence on phase effects

of shaping masker complexes to match the long-term speech

spectrum. Dynamic F0 contours and an 80 dB SPL presenta-

tion level were used—conditions which produced the largest

phase effects in experiment 1. As shown in Fig. 4, perform-

ance did not differ according to whether spectral shaping

was applied. With equal amplitude components, mean SRTs

were respectively �4.0 dB and �10.8 dB for SCH-N and

SCH-P conditions. With components shaped according to

the speech spectrum the respective SRTs were �4.0 dB and

�11.6 dB. A two-way repeated measures ANOVA con-

firmed that while there was a significant effect of phase

relationship [F(1,7) ¼ 56.33, p< 0.001], there was no signif-

icant effect of spectral shaping [F(1,7) <1], and no signifi-

cant interaction [F(1,7) <1].

C. Experiment 3: Effects of phase relationships
at moderate presentation levels

As shown in Fig. 5, there was little difference in SRTs

across the different masker phase relationships at moderate

presentation levels, typical of those likely to be used in

speech perception experiments with normal hearing listen-

ers. Mean SRTs ranged between �7.7 dB in the SCH-N con-

dition and �9.2 dB in the SCH-P condition, very similar to

the 1.7 dB difference observed in the equivalent conditions

in experiment 1. A one-way repeated measures ANOVA

showed no significant effect of phase relationship [F(4,36)

¼ 1.25, p¼ 0.309].

IV. DISCUSSION

Effects of phase relationships between components were

found for harmonic complex maskers that had a speech-like

spectral profile and natural variation in F0, and thus had

more in common with actual speech than those used by

Summers and Leek (1998). Consistent with previous find-

ings, there was less masking with SCH-P than with SCH-N

complexes. Phase effects did not differ according to whether

masker components had equal amplitude or a speech-like

spectral profile. They were, however, affected by the pres-

ence of F0 variation, being somewhat larger for complexes

with speech-like F0 contours than for those with a constant

F0. Most strikingly, phase effects differed substantially

according to presentation level. At the highest presentation

level (approximately 80 dB SPL), mean differences between

FIG. 3. Box plots of SRTs for each combination of F0 type (dynamic or

static) and phase relationship (Schroeder positive or Schroeder negative) for

each of the three presentation levels in experiment 1. All maskers had com-

ponents shaped according to the speech spectrum. The bar within each box

shows the median, the extremes of the box show the first and third quartiles,

whiskers extend to the most extreme data point no more than 1.5 times the

interquartile range from the box, points outside that range are shown by

open circles.

FIG. 4. Box plots of SRTs for Schroeder positive and Schroeder negative

complexes with either equal amplitude components or components shaped

according to the speech spectrum in experiment 2. Presentation level was

80 dB SPL. All maskers had dynamically varying F0.
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SRTs for SCH-P and SCH-N complexes were around 5–7 dB

in experiments 1 and 2. At the lowest presentation level

(approximately 60 dB SPL), however, differences between

the two types of Schroeder phase in masking effectiveness

were small, averaging around 1.5 dB in experiments 1 and 3.

The outcome of experiment 3, in which additional phase

relationships were examined, is consistent with Deroche and

Culling’s (2011) finding of no difference in the masking pro-

duced by sine and random phase complexes at a moderate

presentation level.

Irrespective of any possible interaction with masker

phase relationship, it might have been expected that spectral

shaping of masker complexes would have led to increased

SRTs relative to masking with equal amplitude components,

due to a greater concentration of masker energy in spectral

regions contributing most to speech understanding. The ab-

sence of such an effect here was explored by calculations of

the short-time objective intelligibility measure (STOI, Taal

et al., 2011). Since this measure cannot account for differen-

ces in masking due to phase effects, separate calculations

were performed at SRTs near those observed for both posi-

tive and negative Schroeder phase in experiment 2.

Although the changes in SRT for the differently shaped

spectra predicted by this model were in the expected direc-

tion, they were small, always being less than about 1.5 dB.

Since confidence limits for estimates of the differences in

SRT for the two different spectral shapes were around

þ/�2 dB, it is not surprising that no significant effect of

spectral shaping was found.

The incorporation of natural F0 variation into masker

complexes led to slightly poorer performance overall, with

mean differences in SRT compared to constant F0 complexes

of around 1–1.5 dB. There was also a small but significant

interaction of contour type with phase relationship, such that

phase effects were around 1 dB larger with dynamic F0 varia-

tion. The main effect of F0 variation is broadly in line with

Deroche and Culling’s (2011) finding that masking was

greater for harmonic complexes with modulated F0 than

those with static F0, although in that case F0 variation was in

the form of sinusoidal FM, rather than natural speech F0 con-

tours. These results therefore provide further support to the

explanation given by Deroche and Culling (2011), that F0

modulation interferes with the determination of periodicity in

the masker complex, and so lessens the extent to which the

masker can be cancelled (de Cheveign�e et al., 1997).

Presumably, the small change in SRT found here reflects the

generally small short-term changes in F0 found in natural

speech.

There was also a significant interaction of contour type

with phase relationship, such that phase effects were around

1 dB larger with dynamic F0 variation. Note that the F0 of

the dynamic contours went both above and below that of the

static contours. It may be that phase effects are bigger at

lower F0s, where the duration over which the phase exerts

its effects is longer, and that these longer intervals outweigh

the effect of the shorter intervals at higher F0s. This could

be readily tested with static F0 contours at different frequen-

cies. However, it is important to note that this effect, while

significant, is small.

Comparison of the present data in constant F0 condi-

tions with that obtained from normally hearing listeners by

Summers and Leek (1998) reveals a similar general pattern,

insofar as masking was greater for SCH-N than SCH-P com-

plexes, phase effects increased with increasing level, and

level-dependent changes occurred for SCH-P complexes, but

not for SCH-N. However, there are noticeable differences

across the studies in the detail of the results. Phase effects

were larger (8–10 dB) in Summers and Leek (1998) than

they were in the constant F0 conditions of the present study

(1–5 dB). This may partly reflect the fact that in our experi-

ments masker levels were fixed at similar levels to those at

which target sentence levels were fixed in Summers and

Leek (1998), so that the overall presentation levels were

somewhat lower here. Since phase effects are smaller at

lower levels this could contribute to the smaller phase effects

observed here. However, since there was considerable over-

lap in the masker levels used across the two studies, this can-

not fully account for the difference.

Other substantial methodological differences between

the present study and Summers and Leek (1998) make direct

comparison of outcomes somewhat difficult. For example,

Summers and Leek (1998) used an unusual speech recogni-

tion procedure in which a threshold was calculated for indi-

vidual target sentences. Each sentence was initially

presented at a SNR of �20 dB. SNR then increased in 3 dB

steps until the listener was able to correctly identify at least

three out of five key words. Since masker level was varied,

this required very high initial overall presentation levels for

the higher target speech levels. In addition, the repeated pre-

sentation of the same sentence may have somewhat unpre-

dictable effects. On the one hand, the listener is able to

accumulate information over different presentations of the

FIG. 5. Box plots of SRTs for masker complexes with various phase rela-

tionships in experiment 3. Presentation level was 60 dB SPL. All maskers

had dynamically varying F0 and components shaped to match the spectrum

of the target speech.
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sentence, which might allow the criterion level of key word

identification to be achieved at a lower SNR than in a proce-

dure in which each sentence is presented only once. On the

other hand, our own experience with the adaptive procedure

devised by Plomp and Mimpen (1979), in which the initial

sentence in a run is repeated with an increasing SNR until

correctly identified, suggests that it may sometimes be diffi-

cult for listeners to overcome the influence of initially mis-

perceiving one or more words within the sentence, even if

they know that their initial response is mistaken. This tend-

ency to continue perceiving particular words incorrectly

could tend to inflate SRT estimates in Summers and Leek’s

(1998) procedure, compared to a more typical adaptive

procedure.

A further potentially important difference is that the

target speech in Summers and Leek’s study came from a

female talker, whose mean F0, while not specified, was

presumably considerably higher than the 100 Hz F0 of their

maskers. In contrast, in the present study the median F0 of

the male target talker was the same as that of the masker.

Assuming that phase effects on masking are attributable to

SCH-P complexes producing a more peaked internal

response, it is possible that such effects will be greater

when the F0 of the target speech is substantially higher

than that of the masker. The low-amplitude section of the

response to a cycle of a SCH-P masker will contain only

part of a target pitch period when the target F0 is similar

to that of the masker complex, but may contain one or

more complete pitch periods for higher target F0s. This

more complete representation of periodicity may facilitate

the extraction of the acoustic structure of the target speech

and so increase the differences between SCH-P and SCH-N

maskers.

It could be expected that a larger difference in F0

between target and masker would tend to lead to better over-

all performance, irrespective of any contribution of phase

effects. However, SRTs for SCH-N maskers in the present

study were around �8 dB regardless of presentation level. In

contrast, Summers and Leek’s Fig. 5 shows that SRTs for

SCH-N maskers were approximately 0 dB. Other procedural

differences described above may have contributed to this dif-

ference and the inherent intelligibility of the target talkers

may have differed. Nonetheless, the SCH-N performance of

Summers and Leek’s normally hearing listeners does seem

rather poor, and it is noteworthy that it did not differ from

that of their hearing impaired listeners in the equivalent

condition.

The goal of the present study was to examine the effects

of phase relationships on masking by harmonic complexes in

conditions with more in common with typical speech percep-

tion experiments than those employed by Summers and Leek

(1998). The largest influence on phase effects was presenta-

tion level and it is possible that this factor is primarily re-

sponsible for the absence of phase effects in Deroche and

Culling (2011). Only relatively small phase effects (2.7 dB

for constant F0 and 3.3 dB for speech-like F0 variation)

were observed at 70 dB SPL, which was very similar to the

level used by Deroche and Culling (2011). There may also

have been contributions from the fact that F0 variation was

not natural in that study for either target speech or masker

complexes, and that random and sine phases, rather than

SCH-N and SCH-P were compared.

The present study has demonstrated that incorporating

speech-like spectral profiles and natural F0 variation into

complex harmonic maskers does not eliminate the possibility

of phase effects on the extent of masking of natural speech.

However, such effects appear to be highly level dependent

and, at least in conditions where target and masker F0 were

similar, were substantial only for presentation levels consid-

erably higher than those typically used in speech perception

experiments with normally hearing listeners. Research with

hearing-impaired listeners would, of course, likely require

higher presentation levels. However, the results of Summers

and Leek (1998) make it clear that phase effects are unlikely

to occur in such listeners.
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